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News
Resident Gynecologist Rejected At Forum
VALERIE BLANKS
Briefs TheBypossibility
of securing a found the expense would be too each department be allowed to ford. This project is being workSpace Shuttle
SAN CLEMENTE, CALIFORNIA -President Nixon gave his approval Thursday to a six-year,
$5.5 billion project to build a
space shuttle, which will help to
bolster the aerospace industry.
The craft will be designed to
make repeated trips between
earth and an orbiting space station. European interests have expressed a desire to share 10 per
cent of the development costs and
many others are seeking agreements to send their scientists
aloft when the flightsbegin. NASA
sees this as the first step to international cooperation in space.
Bombs Found
Police in New York, Chicago
and San Francisco removed
bombs from eight banks scattered around their respective
cities Thursday. Each group received handwritten, special delivery letters giving the location of each bomb and the proper way to disarm it. The letters
said the bombs had been planted
several months before to demonstrate a plot to free political
prisoners. A ninth bomb, which
had been planted in San Francisco's Bank of America, exploded prematurely in September, but caused minor damage.
Trie bombs had been placed in
safe deposit boxes and at least
one had been planted in each of
the great financial centers: Wall
Street, LaSalle Street in Chicago
and Montgomery Street in San
F rancisco.
Okinawa Settled
SAN CLEMENTE, CALIFORNIA - President Nixon concluded
his summit talks with Prime
Minister Eisaku Sato of Japan
last week by agreeing to return
Okinawa to Japanese control on
May 15. The United States had
sought a date six weeks later.
E mphasis was also placed on the
state of economic ties between
the two countries. The United
States had pressed for lower
trade barriers, but no specific
Japanese concessions were announced at that time, though officials claimed agreements had
been reached.
Sheik Released
RAWALPINDI, PAKISTAN AND
NEW DELHI, INDIA-The Pakistan government released Sheik
Mujibur Rahman, President of
Bengladesh, after he had been
imprisoned for nine months. Pakistani President Zulfiker Ali
Bhutto had announced previously
that the release would be uncond itional and would take place because it was the will of his people. Rahman flew to London where
he was expected to fly to Bengladesh. Sunday was declared Sheik
Mujib Day by Prime Minister
Tajuddin Ahmen. Meanwhile, India gave a direct rebuff to the
United States by establishing full
diplomatic relations with North
Vietnam.

gynecologist and exam exemptions were two issues reported
on at the Student Government
Open Forum.
Held on January 4 in Jeffers,
the open forum for all students
was attended mostly by representatives of the six major organizations on campus.
The forum consisted mainly of
the presenting of committee reports on issues that the Legislative Board has been working
on this 1971-72 year.
Listed in order as they were
discussed, the first report came
from Debbie Chapman who headed the committee of students
looking into the possibility of
securing a gynecologist. It was

great for this purpose.
But, clarifying some points related to this matter, it was made
clear that students do not have
to go through the Infirmary before seeing one. The committee
is presently in the process of
making up a brochure listing the
available gynecologists in the
area.
The Curfew Visitation Committee, headed by Mary Lou Glasheen is in the process of asking
other schools how their curfew
systems are handled and how
they've deleted curfews.
Departmental exams exemption is being looked into by the
committee headed by Jody Mace.
The proposal is that the head of

waiver a certain exam if he
feels a course or its subject
matter does not deem it necessary.
The Vending Machine Committee, headed by Rosie Davis, found
that it would be too expensive
to obtain more vending machines,
as well as change machines.
Margaret Webb and her committee have looked into getting
a new YWCA travel bulletin
board. The new board will be
larger, offering more places and
the places that are most traveled
to.
The new board will be placed
in a place more readily available
to the general student body, possibly near the mailboxes in Lank-

Glasheen Installed As Chairman
VICKI BOWLING
Installation of officers for the
1972 Student Government was
held Wednesday, January 5, in
Jarman Auditorium.
Following an inspirational by
Jody Mace, Frankie Brown,
chairman of Legislative Board,
explained the purpose of Student
Government. She stressed the
fact that the incoming group of
officers must receive encouragement and help from the student body.
All of the new officers to
the major organizations, as well
as class representatives to the
three boards, were installed.
Dr. Willett congratulated all
new members of Student Government. He also praised the
three boards and other major
organizations.
On behalf of the college, Dr.
Willett presented gifts to the
outgoing board chairmen —
Frankie Brown, Joan Putney, and
Mary Tabb Johnston. These girls
deserve praise and recognition,
he said, for after all problems
and blame have gone through
channels, "the buck stops here."
Mary Lou Glasheen, as the new
chairman of Legislative Board,
performed her first official duty
by dismissing the assembly.

ed on by Mr. Dalton's office.
Kathy Barclay and her committee are looking into the suggestion of the student government
picking one fund-raising project,
after studying the many possibilities, to sponsor each year.
The Ad-Hoc Committee for
the Academic Calendar is the
group, headed by Frankie Brown,
who handed out the questionnaires
before Thanksgiving. It was found
that the majority of the students
are in favor of starting school
two weeks earlier than usually
scheduled and getting exams done
before Christmas.
This suggestion is still being
worked on, but at the present
time, it does not seem likely
that it will go into effect next
year.
In commenting on the Open
Forum, Frankie Brown, president of Legislative Board, said,
"1 would like to suggest that
student government should have
at least two open Forums a
semester: one at the beginning
to air complaints ami give suggestions, and the other one towards the end of the semester
to follow up the progress of
these suggestions."
She feels that these forums
would be beneficial in informing
the six boards as well as the
general student body as to what
the major issues on campus are
and how they can be acted upon.

Dr. Willett's
Press
Conference
February 3
The New Student Government Association Officers stand on
the stage of Jarman with the outgoing officers, headed by Frankie
Brown. Mary Lou Glasheen, Terri Jones and Kay Oliver will be
the chairmen of Legislative, Residence and Judicial Boards
respectively.

1:00
Gold Room

Exams Exemption Policy Stated
By LYNNE PIERCE
An exemption policy for exams
was adopted by the faculty at its
meeting on January 4. The policy
was the result of a proposal made
by the Student Government Association to the faculty last spring
that students with A, and possibly
B, averages be exempt from taking examinations. The proposal
was referred to the Curriculum
Committee, which, after confering with various faculty members, presented its recommendations to the meeting for approval.
Dr. Carolyn Wells, Associate
Dean of the College, said the
committee had not favored an
exemption based on grade average or class standing because

some courses require that all of
the information for a semester
be tied together in order to show
that the material is understood.
Dr. Wells cited the genetics class
as an example of this and said
that a final exam was the only way
of testing the student's grasp of
the concepts presented in the
class. However, the committee
also realized that some courses
are tested so frequently that the
student's performance is established before an exam is given.
An example of this would be
Artistic Photography. Other
courses do not lend themselves
to evaluation by examination at
all.
Therefore, the following policy

was recommended by the committee and adopted by the faculty:
Written examinations shall be
given at the end of each semester to each student enrolled In
courses in the College during the
period designated in the College
calendar. The head of each department may waive upon request
of the instructor this regulation
for any course within his department if the content of that course
does not lend itself to evaluation
by examination, or if evaluation
in that course is sufficient during the semester to determine
adequately the student's performance without examination. If
there are multiple sections of

a course, the policy must apply uniformly to all sections. A
list of exam-exempted courses
must be kept on file in the office
of the Dean of the College.
The policy will begin with the
semester which opens on January 31, but Dr. Wells stressed
two points. First, that application
of the exemption will be based on
the interpretation of the class
instructor and if he feels there
is a need for an examination or
not. Secondly, most instructors
have already planned their next
semester classes with an examination included, therefore, the
policy probably will not be felt
on a wide scale until the fall semester of 1072.
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;-| A Commentary:

I Wouldn't Want To Waitress

A Time Of Change
THE ROTUNDA is in the process of acquiring
a new editor and it is customary for a statement
of policy to be published in the first issue. There
will be few changes in the form and publishing
policies of THE ROTUNDA but there are certain
points which students and faculty members should
keep in mind.
The staff will be meeting on Monday and Thursday nights, which means that those people who will
be interviewed will be contacted between those
times. The staff's policy will be to present the
facts of each story as accurately and fairly as
possible. In return we will expect the cooperation
of everyone involved.
Organizations or individuals may turn in stories,
but the final deadline for these will be 5:00 Friday afternoon. This deadline will be enforced rigidly. The only exceptions will be emergencies,
which will be determined by the editor.
Students and faculty alike are encouraged to use
THE ROTUNDA as a source of communication and
a place for an exchange of ideas. Letters should be
typed and must be signed. Commentaries from students and faculty will be particularly welcomed.
The opinions of all people will be of equal value.
Let me emphasize that THE ROTUNDA seeks
to be a link between all facets of campus life. We
do not want to be an isolated body that sets out to
gun down another segment of the campus life each
week Condemnation and commendation go hand-inhand However. THE ROTUNDA can only be as effective as the rest of the school will help us to be.
LYNNE

EDITOR (Acting)
Lynnc Pierce

PHOTOGRAPHY
Susie Carter
Phyllis Dexter

BUSINESS (Acting]
Christine Sharpc

CIRCULATION
Tricia Alley
Sylvic Lawlor

FEATURE
Linda Vanhorn
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Cindy Hill
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Valerie Blanks

ART
Mary Ann Bentley
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Belinda Brugh, Tina Moody, Judy Thorpe, Becky
Nicholson, Vicki Bowling, Linda Van Horn, Lynnc
Wilson and Susie Carter.
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BY LYNNE PIERCE
There is an old adage, which I
am sure we have all heard, that
goes something like, "There are
two sides to every story." Last
week end, as I was attempting to
eat a piece of blueberry pie, I
heard the other side of a story
that I had written a few weeks
before.
I happened to be seated at a
table with several waitresses
who, during our conversation,
took exception to a statement I
had made in a commentary entitled "Longwood Stockyards"
(December 8). My reference had
been that students were being
optomistic in hoping that a waitress would descend from heaven
to clear off tables during buffet
meals. After talking to these
girls, 1 was made to see that
any waitress who was able to do
this would be rather than descending from heaven, struggling
out from under an almost impossible burden.
There are few students here
who have not, at one time or
another, complained about the
service that a particular waitress
was giving. I wonder how many
of us would continue to complain
however if we had to face the
same type of job these girls do?
For example each waitress is
expected to set up her tables,
serve the meal and then clear
off her tables for a set pay
each meal. Whether the job takes
her an hour or two hours, she is
payed the same amount. I had

to agree that this was highly
unfair to them. If a student works
in an office or at a dormitory
desk, she gets payed for each
hour she works and not a set
amount no matter what the time
length is.
The waitresses complained
that they are often kept working
much longer on a meal than they
would have to because students
decide to use the dining hall for
a social gathering. Students sit
at the tables and catch up on
all that has happened during the
day. This means the waitress is
delayed in clearing off the table,
which is particularly difficult for
girls who have classes after
meals.
In commenting on buffet meals,
the waitresses pointed out that
students tend to use certain areas
of the dining hall more than others. Therefore, if they keep
clearing off their tables, girls
whose areas are on the main
floor may end up clearing off
three times as many plates as
those stationed under the balcony.
After listening to their grievances, my first thought was to
ask them if anything had been
done to talk to the proper people to have the problem settled.
They told me that, though girls
had been to see the dean and had
talked to the dining hall managers, nothing had been done. When
they requested that a Time Study
be done on the dining hall to determine if their pay really is off

balance with the time they work,
they were turned down on the basis that it would be too time consuming.
I do not believe it is fair of
the waitresses to leave their tables dirty or give poor service to
the students because they are not
paid enough. However, it seems
that a sense of harmony would be
more easily established if students would consider themselves
in the same situation and would
act as they would like to be
treated. Also, something should
be done on an administrative level
to see that these girls are paid
for the time they work. After
all, one of the nicer things about
school is that there are no dishes
for most of us to worry about
after meals.

Kent State
Tragedy Exhibited
In Paintings
Paul Rouillard, Assistant Professor of Art at Longwood College, is currently exhibiting a
collection of paintings in the
Bedford Building Gallery.
The paintings are large, bold,
and illustrative of the Kent State
tragedy. A s reinterpretations,
Mr. Rouillard sensitively depicts
the encounters not only as specific Kent State episodes but also
as universal themes of agitation,
brutality and sorrow.
(Continued on Page 3)
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New Year
To The Student Body:
As you return to campus from
what we hope was an enjoyable
holiday, I would like to take this
opportunity to wish all members
of the college community a rewarding beginning on a new year.
As we anticipate the opportunities and accomplishments of
1972, may we reflect for a moment with gratitude on the past —
the past which was enriched by
your enthusiasms, by knowledge
and experiences gleaned from
within and without the classroom,
by new and renewed friendships.
The faculty, staff, and I would
like to join with you in looking
forward to 1972 as a year for
incorporating the best of the
past with hope for the future.
May 1972 and the years beyond be your best ever!
Dr. Henry I. Willett

Help Needed
Dear Editor:
I had the unfortunate experience of witnessing the accidental
drowning of an eighteen year old
male last summer. Although
mentally I am capable of putting it out of my mind, I do not
wish to do so. This experience
has sparked a great deal of
concern within me. Too many
times disaster strikes before
people become aware that they
are doing dangerous things.
I am concerned presently with
trying to get the laws governing
life preservers in any type of
water-vehicle changed. As the
law is presently, life preservers must be present in a registered boat for eachpassanger
aboard. A registered boat is

specified by length, width, if it
has an outboard motor, etc. (i.e.,
a fairly large boat).
Now I ask you, "Do you think
you have more chance of a'registered' boat tipping over or a
small canoe? Obviously canoes
have much more of a chance
of tipping over, so why doesn't
the law govern canoes and similar small boats? This is why I
believe a change is needed in the
present law.
To top that off, the lawdoesnt
even require the life preserver
to be worn in any kind of a boat.
It merely says "present".
I believe the law should be
that a life preserver is to be
worn for each passenger in any
type of water vehicle. They need
to be worn. In the time of a crisis
one doesn't think first of getting
a life preserver. And if one
gets knocked on the head or gets
an arm crushed by the overturned
boat, what then? I realize that a
life preserver is an inconvenience and is confining, but this
is but a small price to pay for
safety.
I have consulted with State
Senator J. Harry Michael, Jr.
and asked him what I must do to
get this law changed. Although
nothing can be done until the
Genera] Assembly reconvenes in
January, 1972, he advised me to
write a letter to each newspaper
in Virginia asking all concerned
people to send a letter expressing their support to this proposed
plan. Then, in January, Senator
Michael can explore the possibility of introducing legislation and
can show from your letters that
there is sufficient support from
citizens of the Commonwealth.
If this has you concerned,
please write your letters to me

at my home: 1629 Meridian
Street, Charlottesville, Virginia
22901.
Lloyd Cook

A Recommendation
Dear Editor:
President Willett'sarticle,
"We Are Number One", appeared
in the November issue of Journal
of Virginia Education Association, is one of the best of its
kind written in recent years. Unlike many other American visitors, who often blindly praise
Russia and criticize our own,
Dr. Willett has presented a clear,
concise, and significantly, most
objective analysis of the Soviet
educational and political systems. The Russian preparation
for war is invaluably pointed
out by the author and this will
no doubt have the effect of waking
up many of us who have been
fooled by the Communist propaganda on the so-called 'peace'
movement. It is hoped that, after
reading this article, we shall be
more alert and not fall into our
future enemy or emenies' trap
by having our national defense
weaken by any means. Unless
he is not patriotic, every young
American is urged to read this
fine article and relate its content to some possible solution
to our present social problems.
The intellectuals and 'liberals',
who have no experience of being
in the Bolshevik atmosphere or
dealing with the Commies but
merely denounce our systems,
should learn a lot from reading
"We Are Number One".
Joseph Law
Department Of Natural
Sciences
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Presented Before Full House
By DR. FRANCES R. BROWN
A packed house in Jarman Hall
Thursday evening, January 6,
greeted the National Shakespeare
Company's production of "Romeo
and Juliet," proving once again
the magic of the bard of Avon's
name. That the magic of this wellloved tragedy of the young lovers
did not measure up to the best
standards of Shakespearean performances was due in part to
the relative inexperience of the
actors, in part to the management of the production, and in
part to the exigencies of a touring company.
Neither Romeo nor Juliet was
able to project the maturing development of character which
Shakespeare so subtly and masterfully delineates from their
early caUow and unawakened
stage, through their deep passion
for each other, to their determined and tragic ends. Their first
encounter at the ball seemed almost mechanical and hurried in
spite of the slow pace of the production as a whole. The balcony
scene lacked the deep tenderness
that Shakespeare's soaring poetry should have evoked. Yet in
youthful grace and appeal both
Sharyn Martin as Juliet and
James Lavin as Romeo had much
to commend them. More stage experience may teach them to quiet
their somewhat frantic movements and prevent their distracting the audience with such trivia
as speculation that Juliet might
tumble head over heels from her
rather precarious balcony perch.
Acting honors go to Mercutio,
Tybalt, and the Nurse though the
latter was deprived of one of her
most delightful scenes with Juliet
by the way the play was cut, some
of Mercutio's saucy wit was lost
in hurried delivery, and the sword
play throughout left much to be
desired. That the philosophically
important first speech of Friar
Laurence was almost a total loss
was due more to audience restlessness than to any fault of the
actor. In fact, audience restlessness was a distraction throughout
the play, revealing considerable
unfamiliarity with Shakespeare
and considerable immaturity in
general on the part of at least
a portion of the full house which,
in spite of this - or was it because of this? - gave the production a standing ovation.
Management or direction of the
play also failed to bring out
nuances in the characters of
Capulet and his Lady, both of
whom Shakespeare portrays as
persons of some depth and a good
bit of ambivalence toward their
only daughter. The cutting out entirely of the minor part of Lady
Montague was a good stroke in
shortening this long play. Had
some further judicious cutting
been done, the early scenes with
Beuvolio, Mercutio, and Romeo
might have sharpened Romeo's
stage of development at that point
as well as brought the length of
the performance closer to
Shakespeare's own prescription
of two hours.
A touring company has to contend not only with the wear and
tear of prodigious traveling and
one-night stands, which perhaps
accounted for the rather mechanical air of much of Thursday's performance, but also with
having only a very small number
of actors for spectacular crowd
scenes and with severe limitations on scenery and costumes.
The costumes for this "Romeo
and Juliet" were unobtrusive and
well done. The single set was interesting and well constructed
except for the narrowness and

( suggested depth of the
balcony. Creating an entrance to
the Capulet tomb by bar-liko
ropes was ingenious as was also
the staging of the apothecary shop
scene, surely one not heretofore
duplicated in Shakespearean production!
All in all, this performance of
a young touring company brought
Shakespeare alive for many who
had never seen a stage production of any of his tragedies though
it fell far below the great performances of "Romeo and Juliet"
in our own and in preceding centuries. It is to be hoped that demand for this company will continue and that their interpretations will grow in strength and
depth.

Miss Bishop Exhibits
Sunday, January 16, marks the
opening of an exhibit of prints by
Miss Bishop, held at theRoanoke
Fine Arts Center Gallery in Roanoke. The show consists of twenty prints including recent photographic silkscreen designs.
On Monday, January 17, Miss
Bishop will deliver a lecture on
printmaking at theRoanoke Center.

Civilisation
The Fallacies
Of Hope
Bedford
4:30- 7:30

"White Line Forms on Plastic" by Josef
Albers shows a contemporary approach to the
creation of space within a work of art. The

Artmobile To Explain Concepts
Behind Creating "Modern Art"
The subject of the creation of
space in paintings is examined
in an exhibition currently touring
Virginia aboard the Virginia Museum's Artmobile I. Entitled Encounter I: Space, the exhibition is
the first of a new series that
will deal with a number of the
concepts that go into the creation of a total work of art.
With the use of 25 art objects
augmented by two slide programs
accompanied by a taped narrative, the exhibition offers a viewer greater insight into the problems faced by an artist in his
work. Persons who have difficulty understanding much of the
art form commonly referred to as
"modern art" should find the explanations most interesting and

A radio station at Longwood is being planned with great
enthusiasm but faces major problems.

k

New' Radio Station

By SUSIE CARTER
It was hoped that Longwood
could begin it's own educational
FM station early last September.
But problems arose which were
disappointing to the Speech and
Drama Department.
According to Dr. Lockwood,
chairman of the Speech and
Drama Department, in order to
run the station, the college needs
a qualified licensed operator.
This is the first problem since
the General Assembly has placed
a restriction on new faculty members. The Speech and Drama Department lost one member last
year but has been told that he
would not be replaced.
If a new member could be approved, the college would then
apply to the Federal Communication Commission for a license.
This, however, causes a second
problem. If the license is ob-

sculpture is among 25 art objects devoted to
the subject of space in the Virginia Museum
Artmobile exhibition, ENCOUNTER I: SPACE.

tained from the FCC, it is with
the guarantee that the station
agrees to run one full year. The
college must back this guarantee.
Dr. Lockwood has been working with Col. Carr on these problems and has found the administration "very enthusiastic about
it," and both feel it would be a
great addition to the college. The
main problem is just when and if
the legislature will approve a
faculty member to the department.
Under the direction of Dr.
Lockwood the radio equipment
in Grainger was moved to the
top of Jarman Auditorium. At
this time the "new" studio is
being used by Mr. Woodburn's
Radio and Television class. Once
a week they produce a program,
"SRO," which is aired over
(Continued on Page 6)

informative.
The Artmobile will be at Longwood College beginning Monday,
January 10 through Friday, January 14. It will be displayed at
the Fine Arts Complex parking
lot and the vehicle will be open

to the public on Monday-Thursday at 9-12 a.m. and 1-5 p.m.,
on Friday at 9-12 a.m., and on
Tuesday and Thursday at 7-9
p.m. The visit is being sponsored
by the Central Chapter of the Virginia Museum.

A Brazilian Version Of The
Typical Western To He Show n
Cinema 71/72 will present the has been a hired-killer animal
revolutionary folk-epic "Antonio rather than a social animal."
das Mortes," a motion picture di- Thus the question of the responrected byGlauber Rocha, on Mon- sibility ol the professional is
day, January 17, at 7:30 p.m. in asked: "Does Antonio have a responsibility to question the orBedford Auditorium.
"Antonio das Mortes" is a ders and money that impel him"'
The film is in color and was
Brazilian version of the typical
Western, but it also includes the produced in 1969. The photogra"religious, the sexually rapacious, phy and acting add to the mood
and a social consequence." An- of the story suggesting tin i "brink
tonio is a Hired Gun for a vil- of wilderness" and the lack of
lainous landowner who repre- the sentimental.
Fifty cent donations at the door
sents the love for material wealth
and the tyranny over the common wiU be gratefully accepted,
(The direct quotes are from
people. While he is employed by
'Politics
by Magic: Antonio das
the greedy landowner, Antonio
begins to suffer from what ap- Mortes" by Jack Fisher.)
pears to be Old Gunfighter's Malaise: sadness and lethargy caused by a decline in abilities, as
well as the realization of an
empty life. However, Antonio is
young and at his gunfighter peak.
His malaise comes when he kills
a cangacerio (guerrilla) chieftain whose death lasts through
the film's ending. Through a
cultish religion part Christian,
black magic, and folklore, Antonio's soul is possessed by a
cangaceiro folk-hero. The change
causes the gunfighter to become
a revolutionary also. He begins to
see that "he has been serving
a corrupt Establishment, that he

Student Art Work
On Display In
Bedford This Week
Throughout exam week there
will be student ait work on display in the Bedford Building hallways. Beginning January 14 and
continuing through the 26th, work
of students enrolled in independent studio courses, Design 120,
and Sculpture 381 will be on exhibit.
Independent studio works will
include paintings by Nancy AUKI,
ke Baxter, and Carol Hi
prints by Brooke Baxter and
Mary Ann Bentley; jewelry, enamels, and metalwork by Kathy
Barclay, EUio Ford, Sharon Jefferson, and Mrs. Joe D. Smith,
and ceramics by Janet Mir shrnan.
The Design Clai is currently
showing modulai color projects
in the second floor hallway.
Sculptural pieces will be in first
floor hallway.

PAUL ROOILLIARI)

Paintings On Exhibit
(Continued from Page 2)
Jane! Hli shrnan, B senior ai I
i, responded, "The >how is
nted In iu< h a way and al
such a time
a I creati i
completely different feeling than
it would have several months
. I like the format."
In November, 1971, the works
chlbited al the DUPont
Gallery of v
ton and Lee
Univei ity. The i ilrector "f the
tilery and Chairman of the Ait
Department rofcj to Mr. Roulllard: "Whatevei n> ' i feelings
. the subject, few could
i, nore your forceful statement .
It w..
I I
i hoi which
mad'- i BOj te think."
The exhibit continu through
January 29 and may bfl
during regulai gaiter] I
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A Diploma Does Not Guarantee A Job
By LYNDA VAN HORN
The time for job consideration
is now. In less than two weeks
I.ongwood seniors will be
leaving the confines of this school
item and entering the world of
money making. Many will be
seeking jobs within other educational systems mostly as teachers but perhaps some also within the realm of business.
Each year college graduates
hear of the shortage of jobs not
only in teaching but in other
aspects of business. Not only
should seniors be concerned but
also other college students who
must face the job rush soon
enough.
Perhaps the best indication of
the job crisis - if indeed it can
be called that - for college graduates can be indicated by last
year's figures in hiring. With so
many new college graduates entering the Job market every year
there is an overflow of qualified
people to staff many jobs.
According to recent figures
published in the May 24, 1971
issue of TIME job bids between
March 1970 and March 1971 for
B. A.s have dropped 78 per cent.
Last year produced the largest
graduating class in the history of
the nation - 816,000 - and this
year's class promises to top even
that weighty figure.
No longer does an undergraduate or even a graduate diploma
guarantee a job. "The high ranking seniors of 71 - at least from

the best colleges - will have no
serious trouble finding employment. But they may have to work
harder at selling themselves to
an employer; the job may not be
the one they had hoped for, and
the salary may be lower than
they like. They will certainly not,
as in the past, have jobs conferred upon them."
New Trend
But what will happen to the majority of students who do not fit
into the category of "high ranking" and who have not attended
the best colleges?
One trend among college graduates from the past few years
has been to calmly disregard the
rush of the traditional world of
business and seek a job which
offers less money but more personal enjoyment and fulfillment.
Says Edward Dreyfus, a counselor at U.C.L.A., "Inthe'SOand
early '60's, most students' faith
in careerism was nearly as tenacious as their faith in the American dream. Today undergraduates tend to view a job as only
part of their total person. Their
identity is not going to be contingent upon their employment."
This could be the reason for
the continuation of such programs
as VISTA, the Peace Corps, and
The Teacher Corps which still
attract annually about 15,000 people.
These misplaced college graduates look to a chance for helping others instead of a chance to

strike it rich as a prerequisite
to job hunting.
Placement Programs
Some colleges have recently
set up programs of placement for
these types of jobs. Michigan
State Iniversity now publishes a
newsletter listing unique job
openings. In "Vacations for Social Change" are listed such jobs
as a $70 a week position as an
organizer to work in Louisiana
with sugar-can laborers, a $50
a week plus rent position for a
female counselor at the Runaway
House in Washington, D. C, and
also was once listed from a retired accountant from Far Rockaway, N. Y., who wanted to finance a combination school and
commune set up by two "real
dropouts."
Many feel it is the job of the
placement offices in colleges to
guide students toward jobs which
will be both rewarding and satisfying. This is the view of Felix
C. Robb the director of the Southern Association of Colleges and
Schools, the South's regional accrediting agency for elementary
and secondary schools, colleges,
and universities.
"This judgment," he says, "is
based on years of observing one
of the most inefficient and least
justifiable situations in education: a young person who, after
16 years or more of formal
preparation, haphazardly predisposes his career and invites underutilization of his valuable tal-

ents by literally walking the
streets and knocking on doors in
an unstructured search for employment."
He continues his discussion in
his article *The Three P's."
"It is conceivable that instruction in colleges and universities
will change more in the next
30 years than in the past 300.
But will changes in instruction
be matched by an equivalent modernization and utilization of the
too -1 o n g - neglected placement
services of the academic community? What is needed is not
minor tinkering but a dynamic,
imaginative new alignment of resources and services that will
guarantee the individual student
full utilization of career information."

Longwood's Situation
John Fleenor of Longwood's
placement department thinks
much the same thing. He feels
that placement is perhaps one of
the most important on campus to
help the student especially the
about to graduate senior.
He lists eight different areas
which he feels are covered by the
placement office. These include
advising by instructional staff,
orientation to college life, personal counseling, housing services, health services, extracurrlculum, financial aid, and job
placement.
Since about 75 per cent of all
students enrolled in Longwood
are in some form of education,

the most important area of job
placement is in the teacher work
force. This continues to be a
difficult job as the need for teachers decreases proportionately
with the declining birth rate.
Another reason it is hard to
find teaching as a career opportunity is in the increased
number of graduates turning to
this profession. More and more
men are also looking to teaching
as an alternative job. That is
they decide to teach when they
cannot acquire another position
in their fields.
The education requirements
for teachers has also increased.
In many areas of the nation only
teacher candidates holding a
master's degree are hired. As
the need for PhD's in some
science and technical fields decrease, these people also often
look to teaching often in the high
school system as an alternative.
In a chart from the above mentioned issue of TIME, listing
the possible possibilities for employment in the future, it is estimated that the per cent of growth
in the next ten years in the elementary and secondary school
systems will grow only a total
of eight per cent. On a university or college level however,
and this includes the ever rising
community colleges, the estimated growth is at 38 per cent.
Perhaps college students and
placement officials should look
to the future in deciding courses
of study and life vocations.

Colleges In
The News

Procedure For Entering
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Honor Program Clarified

Mini-Semester
STAUNTON - Mary Bait:
College will begin offering intensive instruction for three week
periods in 13 courses on May 22.
The classes will be taught by
the regular faculty and will meet
for three hours a day, five days
a week. The comprehensive fee
for on-campus courses will be
$330. Three credits will be given
for most courses and they may be
taken on a pass fail basis unless
they satisfy an area requirement
or count toward a major.

Rights Questioned
WILLIAMSBURG - The Board
of Student Affairs at William and
Mary has been challenged by the
senior class president, Bruce
Shatswell, to deal with the issue
of parental permission versus
student rights as adults. Shatswell has objected to the wording
of a recent proposal by the Environmental Committee, which
has set up four catagories of open
housing. The proposal first states
students will be given a chance
to exercise their rights as adults,
then adds that any hall can have a
more relaxed system if each student obtains parental permission.
Shatswell urged that the legal
aspects of the question be checked and reminded the Board that,
if the age of majority is lowered
to 18, permission will not be necessary. His main argument was
that the college is not responsible for the moral well-being of
students.

Code Challenged
CHARLOTTESVILLE - The
honor code of the University of
Virginia is being challenged for
the second time in its 130 year
history by a student who was expelled. Richard Carmona, a senior in the college of arts and sciences, was convicted Nov. 11 of
shoplifting $2 worth of merchandise from a drug store. On Dec.
4, the Honor Committee found him
guilty of a violation of that part
of the code which calls for
expulsion for acts of stealing. Carmona has charged
that there were procediral eras
by the committee and that his
offense was not serious enough
for expulsion. He had been ordered readmitted to his classes
by the local courts pending a
hearing on his case.

BY LYNNE PIERCE
The faculty has approved revisions to the Honors Program
which were presented at their
meeting on January 4 by the
Honors Committee. Miss Carloyn
Craft, chairman of the committee, says the basic result of the
changes is the clarification of
the procedures a student must
follow to enter the program.
The changes include the student knowing the composition of
her examining committee from
the beginning and that her department chairman must appear
with her before the committee
instead of submitting his or her
approval in writing. There is
also now a prerequisite average
of 2.7 overall and 3.0 in the
major field. This requirement
was added because the committee
felt a student should not graduate
with honors unless her overall
work is of high quality, stated
Miss Craft.
The program was begun in
1930 to allow students to study
in depth a subject which they
have a particular interest in.
Part of the object of the program
is to acquaint the student with

Public
Indecency
Reprinted from THE TALON,
the newspaper of Bridgewater
College.
"A BUSTY young lady, nude
from the waist up, strolled down
the streets of Copenhagen while
window shopping. She had been
hired by a local newspaper to
determine just what would constitute an "outrage to public decency,'' reports a Danish sex
tabloid. She wasn't arrested. Copenhagen police inspector Viggo
Christensen said there's no reason to arrest a person who walks
the streets nude unless a crowd
gathers and traffic is disrupted.
"Who is to say what offends public decency? That is an individual
matter."

Honors Program
WILLIAMSBURG -William and
Mary will initiate an experimental honors program for selected
sophomores next fall. "Project
Plus," as the program is called,
will consist of seventy-two sophomores and twelve upperclassmen who will also be counselors.
Living arrangements will be
combined with a program of
study, with the students living
in a residence hall and doing
their academic work under faculty members who will teach in the
residence itself. Classes each
semester will center around a
focal theme and instructors will
be drawn from several fields to
give it a broad treatment. Each
student must take two residential
courses, which will be offered on
a pass-fail basis. The counselors
will complement the work of the
faculty members and will serve
as instructors. They will be supervised by resident couples who
will administer the pro gram. The
program will be housed in the four
dual residences rejected as housing by the sororities. (There is
a story on changes in Longwood's
honors program on page 5.)

NEWMAN'S
MEN'S & WOMEN'S

SPORTSWEAR
Across From Courthouse
111 Moin St.
Farmville, Vo.

research methods, the use of
materials and their organization, and the presentation of results in a scholarly manner.
Junior and senior students in
all departments are eligible to
participate in the Honors Program. The student first chooses
an instructor who has specialized in her field of interest to act
as her advisor and sponsor. She
then submits a written proposal
to the chairman of the Honors
Committee stating her thesis,
intended method and scope of
research and an initial bibliography. After doing this, she
apperars before the committee
with her department chairman
and sponsor to discuss her proposal.
After permission for the project is given, the student will
enroll in Honors Research 498,
and 499 later. An examining committee of three faculty members
will be chosen and will be available for consultation. After she
has submitted her final paper, the
committee will administer an
oral examination to her. Their
recommendations will be submitted to the Honors Committee for
final approval.
To receive honors, the student
must maintain her grade average,
pass Honors Research with an
A or B, pass the oral exam and
any individual requirements of
her department. Miss Craft
stressed however that, if a student did not receive the committee's recommendation or decided not to take to oral, she
would still receive six hours
credit, three each for 498 and 499,
for her work.
Further information on the
program is on pages 51 and 52
of the college catalogue and any
member of the committee is
available for questions. Besides
Miss Craft, the faculty members
are Mr. Robert Blasch, Mrs.
Mary Cristo, Mr. I. B. Dent, Dr.
Anita Ernouf, Dr. Elizabeth
Flynn and Dr. Wayne Tinnell.
Student members are Becky Bailey, Mary Bounds and Shirley
Chappell.

The Religious folk groups give Longwood student a chance to
work together to serve the community.

Longwood's Religious Folk
Groups Stay Active
BY VALERIE BLANKS
The members of the three religious folk groups on campus
are busy people. But as Donna
Hicks of the BSU groups says,
"The experience makes us happy, and we want to share this
genuine happiness with everyone
we meet."
The "New Sounds" lias presented programs of music at
different Catholic churches in
the area. Their present efforts
are on having a folk mass every
other Sunday at St. Theresa's
Catholic Church during the 10:30
Mass.
Made up of eighteen members,
Diane Weymouth, Robin Wallmeyer, Linda Blaton and John
Sannik accompany them on the
quitar. Also when needed, Dr.
Kathleen Hosey plays the organ
for them.
The group's leader, Meg Atkinson, said they hope to go
back to the churches in Meherrin
and Blackstone where they have
sung before, as well as the Holly
Manor Nursing Home here in
Farmville.
The Wesley Choir, under the
direction of Cathy McCanless,
is affiliated with the Methodist
Foundation. With Judy Poates
playing the guitar, this group
varies its music from folk to
sacred.
Last year the choir sang periodically in church and did two

deputation programs dealing with
the Christmas theme. Among recent activities was a program
presented in Clarksville.
"Tafara" is the official name
for the sixteen freshmen and
sophomores who make up the
Baptist Student Union Folk Group.
The group's leader, Donna
Hicks, explained that it's name
is the African word meaning,
"We are happy."
The group's three guitarists
are Marie Wiemer, Mary Beth
Pearson and Vicki Webster.Joyce Morene and Carolyn Chambliss play the piano when needed,
and demonstrating the versatility
of their music, the group sometimes uses maracas and a tambourine.
The group has been busy fulfilling their purpose of "sharing
Christian happiness" this year.
They have sung for the YWCA
Installation Service, for a Coffee House program in Keysville,
and for civic activities as well
as church services in the area.
Their future plans Include
singing for a Baptist associational meeting, and doing contemporary worship services in
the Farmville, Keysville, Crewe
and Blackstone Baptist Churches,
An idea of "Tafara's" which
might interest the students In
general is having folk lings In
the Rotunda for everyone to attend.
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Purpose Of March Of Dimes Defined
EDITOR'S MOTE: The month
of January has been designated
as the kick-off month for this
year's March of Dimes Campaign This is the first in a series of five articles which will
tell about various projects that
the foundation applies its money
to.
by Neil R. M. Buist, MB, Ch.B.

AtUOCia I>' i'rofessor
of Pediatrics and Director
March of Dimes Metabolic
< 'linic, University of
Oregon Medical School
The body's chemical processes fit together in an intricate pattern. Tf one crucial
Step is off, the whole welll>eing of the human involved
is often tragically affected.
This is what happens with
a metabolic disorder. The
body's chemistry has heen
distorted Such disorders are
Called "inl>orn errors of me
tabolism" because they are

inherited.
Inlxirn errors can he all the
more dangerous than the
birth defect thai puts a child
on crutches, since children
with metabolic defects often
look perfectly normal. The
damage only Starts to occur
after birth, when they don't
have access to their mother's
blood through the placenta.
Some of these disorders
cause severe bodily or hrain
damage within a few weeks of
birth. Others are more subtle
and may lie hidden (or
latent I for months and sometimes for many years. In such
cases, disorders that are undiagnosed get no treatment
or the wrong treatment.
Lack of hormone

That is the reason for the
March of Dimes Metabolic
Clinic at the University of
Oregon Medical School here
in Portland. We must find the
children who have these inborn birth defects of body

GROWING AGAIN. Dr. Neil Buist, head of the March of Dimes clinic for
metabolic disease in Portland, Ore., congratulates Tonya Fronatt, 10.

chemistry and see that they
get the hospital care and follow-up they need.
It is becoming increasingly
possible to correct this kind
of error. One of our patients,
Tonya Fronatt, produces a
low level of human growth
hormone ( H(1H ) in her pituitary gland. She is 10. but she
is tiny and looks much
younger. The lack of this hormone has also been the cause
of the hypoglycemia that has
sporadically thrown her into
severe convulsions since she
was three days old.
H(1H is rare because it
must be extracted from human pituitaries. The HGH
from about 2.(XK) human pituitary glands would he needed
to help her grow to normal
size. But regular injections of
the chemical have brought an
end to her convulsions and
she is now growing very well
on it.
Buying time

Classified Ads
A group of students at Randolpti-Macon Woman's College is
planning a study program in Home
and Florence for the coining summer - 1972. The program involves six weeks of study followed by two weeks of independent travel in Europi. Tin time
SChi dllle runs from mid June to
mid August and six college credits can i earned. The cost will
L20C Including transatlantic
transportation and room, i>oard
and tuition for the six w< eks of
study, but net Including the cost
of the two weeks of independent
travi
i ores courses win be given
andolph-Macon faculty memsance Ai t History;
al Civilization, and Con<tiou.il Italian, each for two
hours credit with all work en a
pass DO credit tuisi .
Full information about the pro*
gram and application blanks can
iscured by writln
Professor Robert B. Uoyd,
Department of Classics, Randolph-Macon Woman's College,
Lynchburg, Virginia 2 i
Australia, Needs Teachers Now!
Sick ei Hassling smog, Unemployment? Growing Needs, All
Subject Areas For Full Infomation Send .$1 to: International
Teachers Placemen! Bureau, V.
o. Box 19007, Sacramento, Calif.
95819.

The other side of this treatment coin is to deny the hody
any substance that results in

damage. For three-year-old
Robert Cecil, this means a
special diet.
Robert was born with a
birth defect of his kidneys.
These were so underdeveloped that they were only five
per cent as efficient as normal
kidneys. The metabolic derangements caused by the
kidney failure were so severe
that two years ago the boy
was near death because he
could not eliminate his waste
products. With a diet that
restricts his intake of proteins, we have been able to reduce the amount of waste
products that his kidneys
must process.
This diet is keeping him
alive and postponing the time
when he must face a transplant. In the time we are buying, he will grow stronger and
kidney transplant techniques
will be improved. Then we
may be able to give him a
healthy kidney by transplant.
King George III
The treatment of a child
can be seriously threatened if

We Have All The Supplies That A
Student Heeds
Come By And Let Us Serve You

CRUTE'S
Corner Of Main And High Streets

SALE...
Good bargains on fine fashions
We have the best selection in town

Sfjr Jaehinn {fast
Todays Clothing For Todays Women
120 FOURTH STREET
Directly Behind State Theater

his total environment is not
considered.
Take Rex McCollam, admitted two years ago when he
W8S 1 1. apparently with acute
appendicitis. His appendix
was removed. When the anesthesia wore off. this nice,
quiet little boy suddenly became violent. He was vomiting and uncontrollable and he
stayed that way for two
weeks. Then he went back to
being a nice little boy again
and was sent home.
A month later he was back
at the hospital with the same
symptoms of acute appendicitis. Again he was violent
and uncontrollable and this
time he nearly died.
A nurse took some of the
boy's urine and started for the
lab to have it analyzed. On
the way she stopped for coffee. When she came back for
the urine, it had turned pink.
That started us toward a
new diagnosis, porphyria, the
disease that is believed to
have made King George of
England insane. There is still
no cure. It is known that attacks of porphyria can be
triggered by alcohol, by certain sedatives and by a number of environmental agents.

When we diagnosed the
porphyria, we understood
that the anesthesia had
prompted this boy's postoperative attack. But what sent
him back to the hospital a
month later? Malnutrition
brought on the second su!
quent attack which left him
with partly paralyzed legs.
So here i^ .mother element
of therapy: You can't treat a
chemical disorder completely
unless you look for the sociological and psychological implications. That is why the
March of Dimes also supports
our social worker. She adds to
what is the real value of this
clinic: comprehensive care
tailored to the needs of each
child afflicted by these subtle,
but deadly, inborn errors of
metabolism.

Radio Station
(Continued from Page 3)
WFLO. On Sundays, Mr. Woodburn broadcasts "Longwood
Speaks." The Longwood Players
use the equipment often for sound,
and, under supervision, other
college groups may use the room.
So, although the "radio" station is being used frequently, Dr.
Lockwood feels a Longwood radio station would be a great asset
to the college. He states "It is
a very complicated problem" so
for the time being all they can do
is wait.
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'71 Vietnam Policy Made In '44
©Copyright, 1972
By JEREMY HORNE
Mr. Home did his research in
the spring of 1969 from classified documents belonging to the
State Department and Department of Defense. In addition, he
has had numerous interviews with
former participants in the 19311947 period and spent the summer of 1969 in Paris, researching the Banque I'Indochine files
for supplementary material. Mr.
Home's work is now being submitted to publishers to be printed
in book form.
Throughout the war, the US
had been operating several intelligence groups within Indochina, the most notable one being the Office of Strategic Services, under William J. Donovan.
Many histories of Vietnam mention Donovan, but few have gone
into any detail regarding his activities and their purpose. It was
the OSS, and these other intelligence groups which were to formulate early US policy towards
Indo-China.
The OSS, though somewhat unsophisticated had much in common with its protege, the infamous Central Intelligence Agency. One of their main sources of
information was the Christian and
Missionary Alliance, whose ostensible purpose was to spread
the Gospel to "uncultured, backward" peoples.
The Alliance had been operating in Indo-China for a number of
years, but when it became evident that its missionaries were
in danger from the Japanese, US
rescue operations began. In this
process, the OSS made effective
use of the Alliance's adherents
as intelligence agents. This was
to lay essential groundwork for
the US policies that were to follow.
In conjunction with the infiltration of the Alliance, the OSS
established several commercial
enterprises to act as intelligence
fronts.
On 26 May 1941, Mr. C. K.
Moser, Chief of the Far Eastern
Unit of the Department of State,
learned of the Japanese seizure
of goods belonging to the Far
Eastern Trading Corporation and
the North American Syndicate. He
directed correspondence to Mr.
Raymond Geist, Chief of theCommercial Affairs Division of the
Department of State to the effect
that there was no record in the
State Department files on the two.
In fact, the US Department of
Commerce denied the two companies Certificates of Incorporation on 29 August 1940.
However, the North American
Syndicate apparently had no difficulty in conducting business. A
State Department memo of 27
May 1941 stated that "The Company is Chinese owned (North
American Syndicate) and its function is to give an American facade."
As to the Far Eastern Trading
Association, a State Department
memo of 12 August 1941 said that
it was making itself available
for intelligence activities.
It was during this latter 1941
period that the US was able to
obtain a substantial foothold in
Indo-China. The Japanese had not
fully penetrated into the internal
life of this region, and the US
was still attempting to make last
ditch attempts at fabricating
peace. As late as 8 December
1941, the French Indochinese
were still making attempts to

maintain rubber trade with the
US, and the latter was not making any sizable effort to stop this.
Further Japanese attempts at
making peace allowed US missionaries to remain free in IndoChina. OSS's comment on this in
April of 1945 was the Japanese's
"probably secret understanding
with DeGaulle's Government."
As US attempts to negotiate
with Japan over the latter's seizure of American goods failed,
other means to deal with the

to be protected in such an event.
Through this early 1942 the US
made it known to Chiang Kaishek that there would be no objection to his invading IndoChina. The US simply didn't have
the armed forces to support such
an invasion on its own. Besides,
at least for the War Department,
China had no territorial ambitions in the area.
China, however, apparently
didn't want to invade, so the US
started and maintained bombing
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First of all, as to the native
Vietnamese, "They don't want independence. They know that they
are too weak to stand alone."
Secondly, "It would be very unwise to return Indo-China to
China." Third, "The Annameso
(Vietnamese) are docile if not
driven. For these Annamites, the
allies mean Americans." The
OSS concluded that the Vietnamese "... would like a status
similar to that of the Philippines . . ."
It was becoming evident that
the solution was to be American, in character. The Chinese
seemed to have territorial designs on the region. Besides, according to the OSS on 30 November, 1943, the Chinese were selling materiel to the Japanese in
Indo-China.
In early 1944, it was clear that
there was growing native and
French resistance to the Japanese occupation, and as the US war
effort inched closer to the IndoChinese mainland, some substantial plans had to be made regarding this former French colony's postwar status.
On 19 June 1944 the OSS noted
that China will support any move
against the French in favor of
Annamite Government. "The general trend of the Indo-Chinese
is towards the Pacific and not
towards France, thus making the
US first choice as protector."
However, it would be too obvious
for the US to directly seize IndoChina for itself. An intermediary
for US control had to be found.
The State Department was panicking and correspondence was
shuttling between US consular offices in China and Washington
during mid-1944.

Finally, on 26 Julj 1944, it
broke. US Consul Gauss in Chung
King, China, sent a memo to the
secretary of State lamenting the
lack of US policy in Indo-China,
"Thus, we have Milos and Taili
(Chinese Secret Police Chief),
OSS and Gordon, the United States
Army; (sic) we have the French
Military Mission going to the
Army and the French Delegation
coming to US with problems; and
no one seems to know wh.it anyone
else is doing or what should be
done." After reiterating his concern about Chinese designs on
Indo-China, Gauss states, "Lack
of clear-cut American policy in
regard to Indo-China has undoubtedly encouraged the Chinese
in this hope. We do not of course
cavail against . . . such pronouncement (of self-government
for Indo-China) for subject peoples such as those in Indo-China,
but we feel that such pronouncements should be tempered by
making it clear that we are not
working for the separation of
Indo-China from the French
state . . ."
Finally, American policy was
formulated on 8 August 1944 in a
memorandum from William R.
Langdon, American Consul General in Kunming, China. In a
heretofore unpublished memorandum, still kept under wraps in
the State Department, the core
of US ambitions in Indo-China was
laid out.
Langdon started off his report
by naming France as the chief
villain in exploiting the Indochinese people for so many years.
In addition to this, China had no
(Continued on Page 8)
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situation had to be devised. Pearl
Harbor, of course, was the death
knell.
On 11 January 1942, the War
Department's Chiefs of Staff sent
a memo to the Secretary of War,
John J. McCloy, stating: "With
reference to your memorandum
dated January 10, 1942, I suggest that Mr. T. V.Soong(Chiang
Kai-shek's brother-in-law and
intermediary between the US and
Chiang) be informed as follows:
The Asiatic boundary of the
Southwestern Pacific Theater
was so established as to place
occupied portions of Thailand
and Indo-China under the supreme command of Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek."Then,on
26 January of 1942, Dwight David Eisenhower senta note to McCloy saying that Indo-China is in
enemy hands and the "allies are
justified in striking back through
that territory when and if such
action appears desirable." However, French property would have

operations over Indo-China from
1942 to the end of the war.
Starting from the end of December 1942, the OSS received
indications that "there is a certain body of Chinese opinion which
corporated into China after the
war." This was cause enough to
completely alter the US outlook
towards China's role in IndoChina. While the late President
Roosevelt was contemplating his
international trusteeship idea for
Indo-China, other elements in the
rapidly growing foreign policymaking bureaucracy were developing other things.
Among some of the conditions
for a solution to the Indochinese
problem were that there had to be
substantial indigenous support
for US actions against the Japanese, US corporations had to be
guaranteed a foothold in any postwar economy there, and any postwar government had to be stable.
A 10 November 1943 OSS memo
was quite blunt on these matters.
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U.S. Becomes Active Force Against French
(Continued from Page 7)
legitimate claim to Indo-China.
Because of these things, plus
". . . the almost single-handed
pole we have been playing and
probably shall play in the defeat
of Japan . . . we shall bo morally free at the peace table or
earlli I to dictate howindo-China
! be disposed of." Langdon
recognized that the US couldn't
blatantly take over the region.
However, there were "... three
in which we might dispose
of the country: give it independent status, give it internationally protected and controlled
tatu , or iv> it dependent statU ." As to the first, the "natives"
weren't ready for independence.
fi u teeshi] was not within the
bound., of "practical politics."
le:, it would be opposed by
the otto i major allied powers.
That left the dependent status,
and this creative Consul-General
settled upon France for "practical reasons." If France was to
recapture Indo-China there ought
to be "... the imposition of
(i iiain American conditions to
such continuation." Continuing,
Langdon said, "The best way, no
doubt, to ensure for American
enterprise a position of equality
with French enterprise in IndoChina would be the conclusion
of a special Franco-American
convention relating to IndoChina." To ensure "this competitive position," twelve conditions had to be met by the
French before reentry into their
former colony. As a sop to the
"natives," some form of quasiIndependent administration would
be Iwtl them, supervised by the
French, After the French had
Igned these accords, both
American and Chinese forces
would !>e withdrawn. With Chinese
participation in this "holding
down" exercise, it would appear
that postwar occupation of Indo:ma, pending French Acquiesence to our demands, would |
joint allied venture.
The OSS in a memo on 11 Au1944 upported Langdon's
, and added, "Only if the
provisions are achieved
can American business men extend their activities with splendid
: i pacts for luccess,"
Secretary of State fordellllull
sent a memo to Langdon on 7
September 1044 highly praising
the August memo and stating that
the "... desirability of further
tlier similar reports is Bugr ted."

Two days later, OSS saw increased resistance activity
in Indo-China, anticipating
". . .quite an upheaval in French
[nod-China in the very near future." However, the US was one
step ahead of the game.". . . the
Air Gound Aid section (military
Intelligence division of the infanVIRGINIA NATIONAL
BANK
Farmvillc, Vo.
Two Convenient Locations
•

try) have extensive plans afoot
for work in French Indo-China,"
according to this memo.
US plans for Indo-China were
solidified on 19 September 1944,
as the State Department gave
Langdon's memo "... the grade
of excellent." The next day,
Langdon amplified his previous
statements in saying ". . .the
time to take up these questions
with the French is now, when
the French still need us and still
feel beholden to us."
On 16 November 1944, the War
Department got the word from
the State Department not to
breathe a word about the new
policy. On the 26th, lesser officials in the State Department
were told ". . . don't bother FDR
on the Indo-China policy question."
So, according to plan, the Chinese forces entered Indo-China,
under the direction of the US. No
forces left until accords were
signed between the Chinese and
the French, giving full commer-

cial rights to the Chinese. Since
the Chinese were our "middlemen," these "rights" were those
of the US. A quick comparison of
this treaty with the Langdon
memo of 8 August 1944 reveals
that both are nearly identical in
content. The US got what it wanted for American industry, the
French were nominally reinstalled as administrators of IndoChina, and the only problem remaining was the status of indepence forces under Ho Chi Minh.
This issue was resolved in the
early part of 1946, when the chief
of the OSS, William Donovan,
went to Hanoi to negotiate with
Ho on the status of his forces.
At that time, the US had not begun to execute its Langdon plan,
and there was still a hope that
we could install a facade of independence under Ho, while continuing to manipulate the political
affairs of the region. Donovan offered to Ho the rebuilding of all
his defense facilities in return for
acceptance of the Langdon con-

ditions
nance.
we had
out the
Ho Chi
answer

of US economic domiHo refused, and the aid
been giving him throughwar was cut off. It was
Minh to whom we had to
ultimately, and it was this

last untied end which led to the
rapid deterioration of the French
regime we had reinstalled in
1946. The rest of the modern history of the Vietnam conflict from
1946 on is common knowledge.
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